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Who Do We
Represent?

Join us for a tour of Oklahoma based Kimray Inc.
Tuesday November 13th from 6:00pm to 8:00pm.

MANAGEMENT™

Save The Date!

Kimray Incorporated

13

Founded by Garman O. Kimmell in 1948, Kimray, Inc. is a family owned and operated
manufacturer of control valves and related equipment for oil and gas producing companies
worldwide.
Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Kimray occupies a facility of more than
300,000 square feet, employs more than 700 people and generates yearly sales of more than
$200 million. Kimray is represented domestically by nine distributors in North America and internationally in nine countries, providing product, application, on-time delivery, and service after the sale.
The vision for the company began with the introduction of the 3" SGT-BP, a pilotoperated gas back-pressure regulator. The first of more than 30 patented designs, the Kimray
gas valve revolutionized gas pressure regulation. Kimray's glycol pumps, treater valves, oil
dump valves, high pressure control valves and pilots are all recognized industry- and worldwide.
Kimray was founded on and continues to operate by Biblical principles, and operates debt-free.

Address to Kimray: 52 NW 42nd St.; Oklahoma City, OK
From 235 Northbound: Exit 36th Street, Head E. to Sante Fe, Go N. on Sante Fe to 42nd St.
From 235 Southbound: Exit 50th Street, Head E. to Sante Fe, Go S. on Sante Fe to 42nd St.
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Mark your
calendar for
the November Meeting
and Plant
Tour at
Kimray Inc.
on Tuesday
November
13th, 2012.
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THANK YOU!
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The President’s Pen
Happy November N.A.P.M.-OKC equates to 2,558 meals for hungry Oklahomans. Way to go
Members,
N.A.P.M.-OKC! You all did a
My how this year is flying
great job!
by. It’s hard to believe that it’s
Our meeting in November will be
November already. It’s finally
a plant tour at Kimray, Inc. They
beginning to feel like fall with
colder nights. It’s definitely start- manufacture control valves that
my company uses. I am really
ing to look like fall with the
leaves changing to the pretty fall looking forward to going to tour
their facility. I really like plant
colors. It’s so pretty!
tours anyway. I enjoy learning
You did a great job at the food
from other companies how they
bank last month. I am always
worked out supply chain issues
amazed that what seems to me or hearing about the struggles
to be a small amount of work
they overcame. To make their
creates so much benefit for so
company better.
many people. We packaged 3
I will so enjoy this time of year
cases of Packaged Meals, 31
and I hope that you all will as
cases of Cookies, 67 cases of
well. It is my absolute favorite
Crackers, 88 cases of Snacks,
time of the year. There are so
and 36 cases of Cereal. That
many blessings we have to
totaled 3,326 pounds which

count. Be sure take time to
count your blessing and
acknowledge people in your life
that you are thankful for. I feel
like I don’t do that enough and I
will be making more of an effort
to do that this year. Have a
Happy Thanksgiving!
Hope to see all of you at the
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
November 13th.

Stefanie K. Jones
President
N.A.P.M.- OKC

A Note from the VP…
A big thank you to all of you who
came out last month to volunteer at the Regional Food Bank.
With 25 members and a few
more guests, we packaged
3,326 pounds of food which is
equivalent to 2,558 meals. So
glad to see we could help out
fellow Oklahomans from going
hungry!
Hopefully you all are staying
warm as these days get colder
and colder. It just seemed like
summer with those 80 degree
temps. Winter’s definitely on its
way!

While everyone is spending
more time indoors, this is a
great time to be thinking of ways
to get an edge in your purchasing career. Go online and check
out the latest articles about the
industry you are in. Think about
starting to study for the next
CPSM/CPM exam to become
certified. I’ve even realized
reading more articles when the
ISM magazine comes in or on
their website has helped me to
become more knowledgeable
and find what’s relevant in today’s supply chain world. At the
very least, you might find a
great conversation starter for
your next networking event!

Next month we will be headed
to Kimray for our next plant tour.
They are a supplier of control
valves and related parts and are
located just off of I-235. I know
I’ve always seen their building
as I drive by and was curious
about what was on the other
side of the trees and train tracks
that separate it from the interstate. It should be a great local
plant to visit so hopefully just as
many, if not more, of us will turn
out. See you all there!

Elizabeth Jones
Vice President
N.A.P.M.- OKC
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Get Serious About Social Media

in retail supply chains. The use of social tools is playing a

Author: Terri L. Griffith, Ph.D.

positive role in their respondent companies' outcomes. Given

Terri L. Griffith, Ph.D. is professor of management at Santa

the results, it's not surprising that across supply chain activi-

Clara University in Santa Clara, California, and author of The

ties in these industry sectors, 44 percent are using social me-

Plugged-In Manager.

dia in their work and 37 percent plan to do so in the next two
®

September 2012, Inside Supply Management Vol. 23, No. 7,

years. The question is: "What are the other 19 percent think-

page 10

ing?"

General and supply chain-specific tools can connect

Early adopters in supply management are using the full gam-

people and companies while providing business intelli- ut of social tools, from consumer-grade, to enterprise-built, to
gence.

supply chain-specific. One expert in the use of social media

Supply management is a social profession, where cross-

tools designed specifically for supply management thinks of

functional interaction and team-based problem solving are the companies as the "nodes" in social media rather than people,
norm. We look to our coworkers and supply partners for infor- as is normally the case. The focal use of social media, then, is
mation in their areas of expertise, and reach out to colleagues not on "friends" but on businesses and supply management
in the industry for advice. Facilitating this communication is

processes and procedures.

technology, evolving from the telephone, to email and now to The tools available in the marketplace vary by offering. But
social media. What social media and networks accomplish

some supply management-specific tools can leverage the

over other forms of communication technology is connecting

social media stream of information to manage bid proposals,

vast users across a global landscape.

business intelligence and general collaboration across part-

In the United States alone, 143 million residents between the

ners.

ages of 18 and 64 are on Facebook — a staggering number

Effectively Manage All These Choices

with social media experience that can be a springboard for

How can supply management professionals manage social

your organization's work. Thus, most employees, regardless

media tools in their complex business interactions and global

of age, can adapt to an array of social media tools and har-

operations? Supply managers must always be evaluating and

ness their potential.

designing with people, organizational processes and technolo-

The boundaries around these tools are fuzzy and dynamic,

gy tools simultaneously. There is no silver bullet. Three prac-

however, with permissions and privacy broadly or tightly con-

tices provide a repeatable method for managing this juggling

trolled. Platforms can also offer many capabilities or be tightly act:
focused. They range from Facebook and Twitter (whichare

1, Stop-look-listen. Pause, and then look across

considered consumer-grade tools), to Google (with both con-

your organization for the best opportunities to lever

sumer and enterprise versions), to Jive, Moxie, Salesforce

age social business. Find out if there are grassroots

Chatter, Socialcast, Socialtext, Yammer and many other "built

efforts, and listen to how you might leverage the

for the enterprise" offerings. Regardless of the tool used, the

learning from these early adopters. Look for oppor

goal is to help supply management professionals ascertain

tunities to support your key business initiatives (the

who knows what, who needs what information and how to

heart of your business) through real-time demand t

coordinate to get the job done.

racking, expertise discovery, communities of practice

How Are Social Tools Affecting the Supply
Chain?

and enhanced collaboration.

Aberdeen Group's Kevin Permenter recently authored a report, An Emerging Social Paradigm in the Retail and Consum-

er Markets, describing current and future social media effects
THE

PURCHASING

PIPELINE
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2. Mixing. Mixing is a formal process. It should look

3. Sharing. Share your goals and practices

like a win-win negotiation made up of your available

with your collaborators to let people under-

human, organizational and technical options.. We all

stand what you're doing and why. Over time,

know how to negotiate. The trick for effectively mixing

this will increase the efficiency and effective-

social media use is to put issues on the table. These

ness of your work together. You will all be-

include how much and what type of training is needed

come more plugged in and gain greater value

(human dimension), which technology features are

from social business.

most important and what incentives to provide for participation. As with most new initiatives, a strategy for
how to remove roadblocks and encourage participation
(from an organizational standpoint) is essential, as
well. Greater training needs may affect which
technology features you choose.

The supply management community is well-positioned to take
advantage of growing technical and human sophistication
around connecting and collaborating. By managing through the
three practices listed here, procurement professionals can find a
social media solution to meet the needs of their unique situation.

5
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Upcoming ISM Seminars
Below is the list of ISM seminars for the months of December 2012, January 2013, &
February 2013 These seminars qualify for recertification Continuing Education Hours
(CEHs). For seminar details, please call the ISM Customer Service Department at
800/888-6276 or +1 480/752-6276, option 8, or visit the ISM website at www.ism.ws and
select Education & Training and then Face-to-Face Seminars.
December 2012

Date

Location

Contracting for Purchasing and Supply Man- December 3-4, 2012
agement: Beyond the Basics #4423

Atlanta, GA

December 4-5, 2012
Strategic Services Procurement: Applying
Strategic Sourcing Principles to the Procurement Services #4458

Phoenix, AZ

CPSM and CSM Exam Review Course
#4249

Nashville, TN

December 10-12, 2012

Legal Foundations of Supply Management
December 10-12, 2012
(formerly Legal Aspects of Supply Management Basics You Need to Succeed) #4389

Tampa, FL

January 2013
January 28-30, 2013

Atlanta, GA

Contracting: What All the Ts and Cs Mean
(formerly Contracting Basics: What All the
Ts and Cs Mean) #4494

February 4-5, 2013

Nashville, TN

Effective Supply Management: Analytical
Techniques for Decision Making #4342

February 4-5, 2013

Las Vegas, NV

Power Negotiations: Unlock Your Powers of
Influence and Persuasion #4581

February 6-8, 2013

San Diego, CA

Negotiation Strategies: Beyond the Basics,
Optimizing Value #4449

February 20-22, 2013

Atlanta, GA

Fundamentals of Inventory Management
(formerly Principles of Effective Inventory
Management) #4335

February 25-26, 2013

Las Vegas, NV

Fundamentals of Purchasing: The Building
Blocks of World-Class Professionalism
#4522
February 2013

-- ISM exists to lead and serve the
supply management profession -THE

PURCHASING

PIPELINE
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Oklahoma Economic
Condition
Oklahoma: The Business Conditions Index for Oklahoma advanced for September. The leading economic indicator from the supply manager survey climbed to 56.6 from 53.6 in August. Components of
the September survey of supply managers in the state were new orders at 54.8, production or sales at
49.5, delivery lead time at 78.1, inventories at 42.0, and employment at 58.4. “Durable goods producers in Oklahoma, such as metal product manufacturers, are expanding at a very healthy pace. This
expansion is more than offsetting losses for nondurable goods
Professor Ernie Goss, Ph.D.
manufacturers such as food processors. Surveys over the past
several months point to solid gains and a reduction in the
Creighton University
state’s unemployment rate by 0.3 percentage points in by the
Jack MacAllister Chair in Regional Ecoend of the year,” said Goss.
nomics

Membership Report
“Our affiliate exists to provide value to Oklahoma’s economy and our membership by: educating and developing our members; enhancing our
employer’s operations; and advancing the supply management profession.”
ISM National Membership — October 24, 2012

38,996 members
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership — October 24, 2012

196 members
Changes:
Please let us know if you have changed jobs, addresses, or e-mail addresses, so we can keep our
local roster current. Since “The Purchasing Pipeline” and other notices are sent to you by e-mail,
this is very important, because you might miss
out on an up-coming event. We will inform ISM
of the change. We would also like to know if you
have received your CPSM, C.P.M. or A.P.P. certification, so we can congratulate you in “The Purchasing Pipeline.

C.P.S.M., C.P.M. & A.P.P.
Report
NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s — October 2012


11 (5.61%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.M’s — October 2012


31 (15.81%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s— October 2012


5 (2.55%)

Donna Dolezal, Membership Director, 8663293, donna.dolezel@yahoo.com
Cara Noltensmeyer, Membership Vice Chair,
552-4789, cara.noltensmeyer@dvn.com
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Finding the Balance
Between X and Y

ferred to as Theory X and Theory Y. These large company does have the high-cost,
theories were designed to explain work-

high-risk suppliers that would be consid-

Author(s):

force motivation as well as define man-

ered strategic in most cases, yet contends

Lisa Arnseth

agement styles prevalent in organizations. they do not have any strategic suppliers.
Theory X assumes that employees require

They don't want to have that type of rela-

Supply Management .

tight control by management because

tionship with these suppliers," he says. In

December 2011, Inside Supply Manage-

they are unmotivated to work hard other-

his opinion, many larger companies are

ment® Vol. 22, No. 9, page 28

wise, and do not naturally accept personal focused on buying at the right price, and

No two suppliers are alike, but using

responsibility for their actions. On the

regularly need to put suppliers through "a

basic principles around motivation

opposite end of the spectrum, Theory Y

rigorous cost take-out process, or cost-

Lisa Arnseth is a senior writer for Inside
®

may help define relationship parame- assumes that employees may be self-

down process, with the expectation that
the process continues." If this is the pre-

ters in a complex, ever-changing

motivated and enjoy their work responsi-

world.

bilities. Under Theory Y, employees do not dominant atmosphere for these supplier/

In human behavior, it's common to say

require stringent supervision, and typically procurement relationships, it does not

one thing, yet do another. This is known

excel when given space for

as the attitude/behavior gap in psychology creative thinking and problemand behavioral research. For instance, we

solving.

might openly espouse the benefits of pur-

Over the years, the restrictive

chasing fuel-efficient vehicles, but find

Theory X has been shown to be

ourselves signing the lease on an over-

an ineffective way to manage

sized truck. This phenomenon occurs in

the workforce. Many managers

the supplier relationship management

strive to create an environment

realm, as well. Most supply management

closely aligned with the Theory Y style of

professionals strive to treat suppliers fairly management, because it demonstrates
and impart a trusting, open relationship in trust and confidence in employees and
keeping with the more strategic mind-set

influences positive productivity and out-

prevalent today. However, during chal-

put. Applying either of these theories to

lenging times and uncertain economic

supplier relationship management pre-

conditions, even the most self-aware pro-

sents some challenges, as no two suppli-

fessionals can find themselves holding a

ers are alike in the eyes of an organiza-

tight clamp on suppliers. Why does this

tion. However, some of the basic princi-

occur, even when professional relation-

ples of both theories may help define and

ships are initially forged with trust and

establish appropriate relationship parame-

respect in mind?

ters in a complex, ever-changing world.

Clues to the answer lie in the complexities

Survival Mode

of human relationships, especially ones

Norbert J. Ore, C.P.M., former group di-

that might have a manager/employee

rector, strategic sourcing and procurement

power dynamic. In the 1960s, two theo-

for Georgia-Pacific Corporation in Atlanta,

ries regarding human motivation were

says that some large organizations avoid

developed by Douglas McGregor at the

the term "strategic suppliers," because

MIT Sloan School of Management — re-

they do not believe they have any. "One

THE

PURCHASING

PIPELINE

lend itself to open, trusting behaviors.
"I think this is all dependent on the strategy and culture of each company, depending on what they are trying to accomplish.
Do they want to meet customer intimacy
requirements, or are they trying to reduce
costs? And if it's the latter, the culture will
lean more toward the 'can we trust anybody?' mentality," says Ore. "If our customers don't trust us, the probability is
that we're not going to trust anybody else,
either."
Ore speculates that the competitiveness of
the current global marketplace could be a
cause, but he's not sure it's a new phenomenon, either. "Are we doing this because things are so tough right now?

Supply Management. Maximizing Opportunities. Managing Risk.
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Or is this a pattern that's developed over own organizations stronger by stepping

tegic supply relationships, his company

the past 25 to 35 years? Maybe we are

back to examine the nature of their sup-

prefers to use internal talent proficient in

more into survival of the fittest today,"

plier relationship management tactics.

relationship-building with its internal

he says.

"There are no uniform answers, because clients. "These individuals know they

When determining why relationships

all companies are in different situations

need to be insightful and flexible with

turn away from trust and become adver- depending on their industry and its in-

the supplier representative they work

sarial, Joann Meehan, Ph.D., says it's

herent challenges. Some are in a place

with, and define the relationship accord-

important to understand the people at

where they are, without a doubt,

ingly. We've seen that these employees

the center of these relationships hold the fighting for survival. Looking at the as-

are able to apply those same skills in

keys to their motivations. Meehan, a

pects of Theory X and Theory Y can help their supplier relationships."

senior lecturer in strategic purchasing at

figure out what works in the short term

The Theory Z Approach

Liverpool Business School in Liverpool,

and what works in the long run," he

Because neither Theory X nor Theory Y

England, is researching these dynamics.

says.

is a viable end in itself, supply manage-

She has found that when an individual's

Shawn Anderson, senior vice president,

ment must create a balance. If you go

personal needs diverge with the organi-

global strategic sourcing and chief pro-

too far with Theory Y, there is a chance

zational needs, rather than run parallel

curement officer at First Data in Atlanta,

suppliers won't be as serious about the

to one another, the people in these situ-

faces the challenge of the more indirect

relationship and may take advantage of

ations generally prioritize their personal

portfolio of a services environment. Like

you. If you roll out too many Theory X

needs. For example, a supply manage-

his colleagues in manufacturing, he sees

restrictions and show little trust in the

ment professional may greatly value his

real value in productive, balanced rela-

supplier, you could end up with suppliers

or her friendly relationship with a partic-

tionships. However, he feels that it can

that do not want to work with you.

ular supplier, but if he or she is forced to be challenging to describe or measure

Elaine Whittington, C.P.M., owner of

demand strict price cuts of that supplier,

the outcome in a largely intangible world G&E Enterprises in Sunland, California

it could become a highly uncomfortable

of services, and seeks out certain soft

recommends taking a Theory Z ap-

situation.

skills in the talent pool to get productive

proach, where the best aspects of each

"In the current economic climate, this

relationships off on the right foot.

theory are used to develop a relationship

poses significant risks as the organiza-

"We always have to keep a view on total with a supplier that encourages it to

tional priorities may shift from supplier

costs, but we also want to have the kind

development and value-added work back of relationship with our suppliers where

perform well for you. "Good managers
really can't be one or the other. You

to cost containment and minimization,"

they will help us gather good information have to be able to turn to certain as-

she says. "If the supply management

on the labor market," he says. For stra-

pects of Theory X and Theory Y when

professionals — and indeed, sellers

the situation calls for it," she says. "You

— have personally invested in the

do have to take care of your suppliers'

relationship with the other party,

needs, but you also have to hold them

they can struggle to resolve this

responsible. Yes, you have to control the

tension and may decide to sub-

relationship to the best of your ability,

optimize organizational perfor-

but you have to control it with fairness

mance to maintain and protect

and firmness."

personal relationships."
Whatever the case, Ore believes
supply managers can make their

9
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One of the greatest errors Whittington

Be fair. Explain the evaluation

has witnessed among her peers in pur-

process you want to use, and why. "I

chasing and supply management — es-

say, 'I evaluate you so we both know

pecially those early in their careers — is

what counts. Not because I don't trust

assuming that they are the party in

you, but because I want you to be

charge of the supplier/procurement rela-

absolutely sure you see what is im-

tionship. "We're at the mercy of the sup-

portant to me.'" If an issue arises,

plier in many cases.

encourage open discussion as early as

They'll do what they have to do to gain

possible and offer to collaborate on a

your business in the future, but if some-

it's a fact of life that we, as humans, like

plan to resolve it.

thing better comes along — a better carrot to do a better job for people we like to
is offered to them — they'll care about

interact with," she says.

Defining each supplier relationship can

that, instead," she says

Of course, Whittington emphasizes to re-

take time and careful consideration of all

"Your relationship must be one that can

main focused at all times to prevent falling the variables — individual and organiza-

survive a better carrot. If someone comes

into too-casual territory. "These are seri-

tional. After all, no two supplier relation-

along and offers them US$50,000 for a

ous relationships, not social calls." Some

ships are alike. However, by balancing out

contract and yours is only for $35,000,

tips she offers include the following:

Theory X and Theory Y principles accord-

think about how you can make them care



Be prepared. When a supplier visits,

ingly, lasting relationships can be forged.

about yours and stay with you."

have records and reports on hand. If

"Theory X has a place. You need to have

This is where the power of the personal

items are coming in late, or there are

reports and figures. But you also have to

relationship can make a difference.

quality problems, have documentation work with the personalities the suppliers

If you have made sure the supplier knows

ready and be able to ask the proper

bring to the table," says Anderson.

how important they are to you, and that

questions.

"As leaders, we can do amazing things for

you are also important to their continued
success, says Whittington, there is a
greater chance to mitigate that tempting

How do supply management professionals
build an effective relationship with suppliers? Some methods include making time
for friendly, personal contact with suppliers, yet keeping the relationship professional at all times. Whittington says that
although some supply management professionals don't like to do business lunches
or personal visits, there is a place for both.
"In my career, I've had success going just
beyond that business relationship, because

PURCHASING

our organizations if we demonstrate, from
Be curious. Make conversation about
the current state of the supplier's
business. Ask how things are going,

new carrot.

THE



PIPELINE

whether they have been struggling to
keep up with demand or if they have
surplus inventory. "Suppliers want to
know more about us all the time,"
reminds Whittington. "But we have a
lot to learn about
them, too, if we
want the relationship to work for
both parties."

the top down, that we can win by defining
our relationships and operate from a place
of trust," he says. "If we do a good job of
this, we get the suppliers we deserve."

Supply Management. Maximizing Opportunities. Managing Risk.
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“Affiliate exists to provide value for the membership through education, development, and networking opportunities; to
enhance our employer’s operations and advance the Supply Management profession.”

Institute for Supply Management Certifications:
ISM Na onal Membership,
What
do all those letters mean? Part II
Apri1, 2011
34,252

Last
month IMembership,
presented information related to the C.P.M. certification. This month I hope to provide
N.A.P.M.‐OKC
166
aMay
bit 1,of20information
related to the CPSMÒ and CSM™ certifications that will be helpful to you.
I would like to welcome our new board members as I turn over the Membership Director du es to Amy Simpson and
The CPSMÒ and CSM™ certifications are closely related. These initials stand for Certified ProfesDonna Villers as the Membership Vice Chair.
sional in Supply Management and Certified in Supply Management respectively.
Changes:
Ò

CSM™
Please let us know if you have changed jobs,CPSM
addresses, or
e‐mail addresses, so we can keep our local roster current. Since “The Purchasing Pipeline” and other no ces are sent to you by e‐
Education Requirement
Bachelor’s degree
No degree required. Associate’s degree
mail, this is very important, because you might miss out on an upcoming event. We will inform ISM of the change. We would also like
fromA.P.P.,
a regionally
fromyou
a regionally
to know if you have received your C.P.M.,
or CPSM cer fica on, so we can congratulate
in “The Purchasing Pipeline.”
C.P.S.M., C.P.M. and A.P.P. Report
accredited instituaccredited instituN.A.P.M.‐OKC Membership CPSM’s tion or international
equivalent.
May 2011—11 (6.63%)

Experience
Requirement
N.A.P.M.‐OKC
Membership
C.P.M.’s 3 years full-time
professional supply
May 2011—30 (18.07%)
N.A.P.M.‐OKC Membership A.P.P.’s management experience (nonclerical,
May 2011— 5 (3.01%)
Sheryl Langford, A.P.P
Membership Director,
523‐1331,
slangford@semasys.com

nonsupport)

5 year years fulltime professional
supply management experience
(non-clerical, nonsupport)

tion or international
equivalent.
3 years full-time
professional supply
management experience (non-clerical,
non-support) with
associate’s degree

Both of these certifications require the successful completion of 3 exams testing the candidate’s
overall
knowledge
of supply management.
The
Donna
Villers,
Membership
Viceexams
Chair, are structures as follows:
935‐8238
donna.villers@chk.com
Exam
1:
Contracting & Negotiations (32 questions)
Cost & Finance (32 questions)
International (17 questions)
Social Responsibility (14 questions)
Sourcing (20 questions)
Supplier Relationship Mgmt (35 questions)

Exam 2:
Forecasting (10 questions)
Logistics (19 questions)
Materials & Inventory Mgmt (19 questions)
Org Assessment (26 questions)
Planning (15 questions)
Product Development (12 questions)
Project Management (19 questions)

Exam 3
Leadership (96 questions)
Risk & Compliance (32 questions)
Strategic Sourcing (37 questions)
Quality (21 questions)
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Overall demand for strategic supply professional is on the rise as managers take on more pivotal roles
within organizations. In order to be professionally competitive, supply managers must acquire the necessary strategic skills that add value and effective alignment with key stakeholders at the senior management level within their organizations.
These certifications and their related qualifications are intended to lead the profession by emphasizing
the major components of supply management. The knowledge, skills and abilities represented by
these two certifications reflect the expanded education, skills and experience necessary for us to excel
in the strategic supply management field.
For more information related to these two certifications, click on the following link: http://www.ism.ws/
Certification/?&navItemNumber=22289
Next month, we will look into the CPSD™ certification.
-Dan Gatewood

Save the Date
NAPM Annual Christmas Party
Tuesday December 11th, 2012
Please ask your vendors to make a donation to
our organization for door prizes at our
Christmas Party.
We have some outstanding vendors who are
normally pleased to help us out. Thanks for your support!
THE

PURCHASING

PIPELINE

PAGE
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Meeting Information:
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 13TH,
2012

Dinner Meeting/Plant Tour
Kimray Inc.
52 NW 42nd Street
Oklahoma City, OK
6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Hope you’ll join us!!
For More Information,
Please Contact: Craig Foster
Email: Craig.foster@dvn.com

Who Do We Represent?
Our members represent the following companies. Thank you for your support.
Access Midstream
Astellas Pharma Tech
Autocraft Industries
Autoquip Corporation
Beam's Industries
Big D Industries Inc.
Bimbo Bakeries
Borets Weatherford
Bradford Industrial Supply Co.
Cameron Compression Systems
Carlisle Foodservice Products
Cass Polymers Inc.
Chapparral Energy Inc.
Chickasaw Nation Div of Commerce
City of Oklahoma City
Cleveland County
Conoco Phillips
Cooper Compression
COTPA
Coughlin Equipment
Covercraft Industries Inc.
Devon Energy
Dolese Bros. Co.

Enviro Systems Inc.
Fife Corporation
Franklin Electric Water Transfer System
GE Oil & Gas
George Fischer Central Plastics
Halliburton
Heartland Pathology Consultants
High Mount Exploration and Production
Industrial Gasket
Integris Baptist Health Center
J & E Supply & Fastener Co.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
KimRay Inc.
Knights of Columbus
KP Supply
Linn Energy
Lopez Foods Inc.
MD Building Products
Modular Svcs Co
OG&E
Oklahoma City Community College
Oklahoma Publishing Co.

Pelco Products
Picerne Military Housing
Pioneer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
PM&L Manager Haliiburton
Progressive Stamping, LLC
Remy Inc.
SandRidge Energy
Sara Lee Foodservice
SemaSys Inc.
Smart Lines LLC
Smith & Nephew Inc.
SORB Technology Inc.
Southwest Electric Co.
Surface Mount Depot
T D K Ferrites Corp.
Universal Well Site Solutions
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
US Silica Co.
USA Compression
Vaughn Foods, Inc.
Walker & Sons Enterprises Inc.
WellMark Co

